Clinical Perspective

Technology has
Impacted Mental Health

T

he costs associated with
mental health treatment
have skyrocketed. Roughly
7.6% of America’s full-time workforce is estimated to have major
depressive disorder, and its economic costs nationally were about
$210 billion annually in 2015, up
from $173.3 billion annually in
2005, according to the Journal of
Clinical Psychiatry.
Such staggering numbers
remain a primary reason why prevention is an appealing concept to
employers. In fact, 42% of large
employers (companies with more
than 500 employees) offer resiliency or stress management programs, according to the Mercer
2015 National Survey of

Employer-Sponsored Health Plans.
MoodKit is one app that uses
the principles and techniques of
cognitive behavior therapy, a popular, evidence-based practice for
treating mental disorders. Based
on cognitive behavior therapy
(CBT), the app is designed to
identify cycles of unhealthy thinking or behaviors, bolster people’s
coping capabilities and improve
their mood.
There isn’t much research yet
about the effectiveness of these
technology-based solutions, but
most of the vendors rely on a
proven framework like positive
psychology or CBT, according to
Sandra Kuhn, a principal at
Mercer.

Workplace Survey

Work and Humor DO Mix

A

ccording to a workplace survey conducted by Robert Half, the
workplace loves a leader who can laugh, and many bosses
appear ready to deliver the punch line.

An overwhelming 97% of professionals polled feel it’s important for
managers to have a sense of humor. Employers seem to have received the
message as 87% of employee respondents said their supervisors do indeed
have a funny bone.
However, Robert Half cautioned that while people enjoy working for
someone who has a good sense of humor, too much clowning around can
have the opposite effect.
“To be taken seriously, supervisors must balance their desire to keep
the mood light with the need to accomplish business objectives, inspire
great performance, and maintain professionalism.” 
8 EA Report

Years of Service!

“Apps have remarkable potential to democratize many of the
tools and principles [of psychology],” said Dr. Edrick Dorian.
“Particularly in the workplace,
because they’re relatively affordable and because employers could
potentially make them available to
employees on a wide scale and at
a low cost.” 
Additional source: Workforce.

Quick Ideas

Face Time is
Still Key
Depending on communication
through platforms like texts, social
media, and Skype, is okay to a
degree, but relying on them too
much can stunt social skills, too.
The following are a few reasons
why face time is still important:
• An investment of time shows
that you really care.
• You’re better able to give
more focused, personalized
attention.
• Facial expressions help get
your point across.
• Your vulnerabilities show –
but that’s a good thing, as
imperfections make you
appear more believable and
sincere. 
Source: Michael Houlihan and Bonnie
Harvey, authors of “The Barefoot Spirit.”
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Soaring on the Winds of Change:
World EAP 2016

Editor’s note: This article
describes key findings from this
important gathering. EAPA’s
Conference on Demand is also
available for anyone interested in
downloading conference breakout
sessions from either the 2015 or
2016 conferences. Full information
is available at http://eapa.sclive
learningcenter.com/index.
aspx?PID=8163.

DAY ONE – “Starting, Selling,
and Growing an EAP” was presented by Marina London,
LCSW, CEAP, Manager, Web
Services with EAPA, and Michael
Klaybor, Ed.D., CEAP, psychotherapist with The Lovett Center.
This extensive training covered
every aspect of building and growing an EAP, including staffing,
marketing, selling, implementing,
and nurturing a fledgling program.
CHICAGO, Ill. – “EAP
The annual Chapter and
Innovation: Soaring on the Winds
Branch and Leader
of Change” was the theme at
Development session was
EAPA’s 2016 World EAP
expanded this year. Run by the
Conference, held Oct. 31-Nov. 3 at
EAPA Board of Directors, the sesthe Sheraton Grand Chicago.
sion featured “Leading a Volunteer
Organization” by Steve
Smith with Rosecrance
Health Network. Finding
enough volunteers can be
a real challenge for any
organization, Smith said.
“You need ‘job descriptions’ to find out where
they fit. You need a consistent way of training,
which creates greater buyin, what do YOU want to
do?” Smith noted. Success
stories from EAPA
Chapter and Branch
Leaders, and award presentations, were other
The Sheraton Grand Chicago was the site of EAPA’s
highlights.
2016 World EAP Conference.
February 2017

Day One concluded with the
always popular EAPA Expo
Grand Opening Reception (formerly known as the EAPA
Marketplace Reception). Some of
the many vendors included: Center
for Discovery, Cigna, Harting
EAP (Daybreak EAP Software),
and National Association to Area
Agencies on Aging. Held on
Halloween, the festivities included
continued on Page 2
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plenty of candy and costumed
attendees, including a Cat in the
Hat, various ghouls, and a
Ghostbuster or two.
DAY TWO – The opening keynote, “Moving from Victim to
Victor through the Power of
Forgiveness” was led by Lyndon
Fitzgerald Harris, co-director
with Tigg’s Pond Retreat Center.
Lyndon presented groundbreaking
ideas from the new science of forgiveness. “We need to create a culture of forgiveness in the
workplace,” he stated. Sessions I
attended included:

In the News

EAPA Awards
Recognize High
Achievement
Each year the Employee
Assistance Professionals
Association (EAPA) recognizes
and celebrates the achievement of
members, individuals and organizations who have distinguished
themselves through their work and
leadership in the EA profession.
Dr. Don Jorgensen received
EAPA’s highest individual award,
the Lifetime Achievement Award
during EAPA’s 2016 World EAP
Conference in Chicago. Other
award recipients this year included
Boyd Scoggins (EAPA Member of
the Year); China National
Petroleum Corporation (EAP
Quality Award); South Carolina
Chapter (Outstanding Chapter
Award) and Metropolitan Tokyo
(Outstanding Branch Award).
For a complete list of award winners visit http://www.multibriefs.
com/briefs/eapa/winners.pdf.
2 EA Report

In the News

cont’d from Page 1

High Stakes Fitness for Duty
Evaluations: When Concerns of
Violence Arise was led by
George Vergolias, Psy.D.,
Associate Medical Director with
R3 Continuum. Among other
areas, participants learned the differences between affective and
predatory violence, and how to
determine when to refer for
Fitness for Duty versus Threat of
Violence evaluations. “Clinical
judgment is often only 50%, we
have to consider other factors,” he
said. “Can we mitigate risk? We
can’t predict, but we can manage
risk factors.”
Bev Younger, Ph.D., LCSW,
Clinical Associate Professor with
the University of Southern
California School of Social Work,
presented Rapidly Diversifying
EAPs: Strategizing for the
Future. This session addressed
the continuing diversification of
internal and external EAPs, and
offered strategies for adapting to
accelerating change. From factories to labor policies; like the
ADA, FMLA and others, to broad
brush EAPs, managed care, digital
delivery, and the Affordable Care
Act, EAPs have always needed to
adapt to employee needs, she
explained. “Is diversity a loss of
Core Technology or a necessary
adaptation?” questioned Younger
DAY THREE – Wednesday’s
keynote address was something
quite different from the norm:
short, engaging EAP Talks (think
TED Talks) about current EA topics from Jeff Harris, MFT, CEAP,
Program Manager, EAP &
WorkLife Services, University of
Southern California; Marina
London, Web Services, EAPA;
Sally Spencer-Thomas, Psy.D.,
President & CEO, Carson J
Spencer Foundation; and Mark
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Attridge, Ph.D., President,
Attridge Consulting.
Harris spoke on how EAP practitioners can build credibility as
consultants. “Make it your business to know their business,
including micro-cultures,” he
explained. “Trust is everything.
Deliver consistent, good results
and don’t challenge a manager in
front of a team. Get periodic feedback, and follow up.”
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Surgeon General Issues
Landmark Report

hile addiction has
been a problem for
centuries, what’s different now is that we have the
tools to address it, and now is
when we have to marshal the
resources and the will to do so,”
said U.S. Surgeon General Vivek
Murthy, about the landmark
report, Facing Addiction in
America. The report, highlighting
the U.S. drug and alcohol problem, examines the science, and
demands an evidence-based, integrated public health response.
Around 21 million Americans
have substance use disorders. That
number exceeds the number of
Americans sick with all cancers
combined and roughly mirrors that

of diabetes. And yet addiction is
under-recognized and undertreated, according to Murthy.
Overall, only one in ten people
with substance use disorders
receives treatment, according to
Murthy. Approximately one in five
individuals receives treatment for
opioid disorders, but this number
isless frequent for other addictions.
The Surgeon General’s report
underscored the magnitude of the
substance use disorders and their ripple effects on long-term health and
on communities. The longer term
societal consequences of alcohol and
drug misuse include decreased productivity, higher healthcare costs,
unintended pregnancies, crime, and
interpersonal violence.

“I think that the report is really
important, because it gives a
coherent narrative around addiction to the public from the Surgeon
General’s office for the first time,”
said Richard N. Rosenthal, MD,
medical director of addiction psychiatry at Mount Sinai Behavior
Health System in New York.
“It really breaks new ground in
the sense that it presents in a very
coherent way what we know in
terms of the evidence base for the
neurological underpinnings of
addiction, in a way that I think can
be grasped by most folks who read
it,” Rosenthal said.
To learn more, go to http://
www.medpagetoday.com/
Psychiatry/Addictions/61531. 

Quick Ideas

T

Working with a Bad Boss

he following are three
approaches to consider
when working for, or with,
a bad boss:
v Be as competent as possible
in your job. When you do stellar
work day in and day out, your
supervisor does not have an opportunity to highlight errors and mistakes. No one is perfect, but force
your supervisor to lie about your
competence, with the hope that the
truth will see the light.

v Establish a reputation that
goes beyond your supervisor. Do not
allow only your supervisor to define
your reputation. Instead, interact with
a wide array of contacts, including
customers, fellow employees, and
other supervisors. In this way, you are
likely to cultivate a reputation for positive performance regardless of any
misguided attempts by your own
supervisor to state otherwise.
v If necessary, prepare for
your next job. It is rare when an

employee “bests” their supervisor, mainly because of the influence and power that a supervisor
commands within most organizations. Prepare your resume,
broaden your network of contacts, and begin your job search.
In all likelihood, the result will
be an investment in a better
future (and boss). 
Source: Dean Gualco, author of “The
Good Manager: A Guide for the TwentyFirst Century Manager.”
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this newsletter may be reproduced in any form or by any means without written permission from the publisher, except for the inclusion of brief quotations in a review which must credit
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Suicide Postvention in the Workplace
(Second in a Series)
statement”; “bereavement allowance benefit request after a suicide”; “internal notification of
suicide memo”; and “employee
needs interview”.
Here are 10 questions an organizational planning group typically
asks while developing a suicide
bereavement policy:
v What guidelines and practices
are currently in place when
employees experience the suicide
death of a significant person?

By Barbara Rubel

W

orkplaces may be dealing with natural deaths
such as cancer, influenza or heart attack, as well as organizational transitional changes
such as team restructuring, reassignments, and relocations.
Anticipatory deaths and non-death
related losses can trigger a climate
of grief among workers. Suicide is
another story.
In the first article in this series, I
focused on what a workplace needs
to have in place before a suicide.
This part focuses on the questions
an organizational planning group
asks during the bereavement policy
planning process.
During the planning process,
the group’s focus is on suicideloss guidelines and practices currently in place; the organization’s
current immediate response to
suicide-loss; those individuals
involved in the current bereavement protocol; organizational
internal support systems; and the
necessary suicide bereavement
related forms needed such as a
“suicide bereavement policy

6 EA Report

v Based on your organization’s
current immediate response to suicide-loss in the workplace, what
should be changed?
v What individuals (human
resource generalists, leaders, management, grieving employees) are
involved in the current bereavement protocol after a suicide?
v What are your organizational
internal support systems
(employee assistance programs,
human resources, managers) and
external support systems (healthcare and victim assistance professionals, suicide hotline numbers,
community chaplains, and funeral
aftercare providers) that can support employees after a suicide?
v Are you aware of emotional,
cognitive, behavioral, physical and
spiritual grief reactions suicideloss survivors can experience upon
returning to work?
v What types of sympathy gifts
can your organization/colleagues

send to comfort and support grieving employees and/or their family
members after a suicide?
v What goes into a “Suicide
Bereavement Policy Statement”?
v Why should employees complete a “Bereavement Allowance
Benefit Request” after a suicide?
v What should be included in
an organizational leader’s “Internal
Notification of Suicide Memo” to
employees?
v To ease grieving employees
reentries into their workplaces,
what questions need to be asked of
them during an “Employee Needs
Interview”?
The Carson J Spencer
Foundation notes that protocols
must be in place that carefully
coordinate employee communication in consultation with their HR
management and policies and procedures in cases of suicide. The
suicide bereavement policy planning process is key in helping oorganizational leaders faced with the
problem of lost productivity and
on-the-job errors caused by
bereaved suicide-loss survivors
and the financial cost of bereavement after a suicide.
Postvention and grief in the
workplace expert, Barbara Rubel,
MA, BCETS, has been helping the
EAP community for many years,
presenting keynotes, workshop and
trainings across the U.S. Her website is www.griefworkcenter.com 
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London posed the question, “Is
EAP ‘Tech Proof?’” She said that
after a recent trip to Las Vegas, it
dawned on her that certain things
in Vegas had not changed even
though she hadn’t been there in
decades. These included scantily
clad women, slot machines, circus
shows, and magic acts.
Along similar lines, in spite of
today’s ever-changing technological innovations, London maintained that certain aspects of
society, and EAP, will remain
“tech proof.” For instance: there
will still be a need for human contact, and there will still be a focus
on mental health. “The very act of
helping is tech proof,” she said.
Spencer-Thomas discussed how
EAPs can be shining lights of
hope in the social movement of
suicide prevention. She concluded
her compelling talk by having the
lights turned off. Then she asked
audience members who’ve been
affected by suicide – first indirectly, and then directly – to hold
up their lit cell phones. As the
room went from dark to heavily
lit, it was apparent what a terrible
thing being depressed, in the dark,
with no idea where to turn is, and
how MANY of us have been
impacted by this disturbing trend.

Editor’s Notebook
With scores of
breakout sessions
and networking
opportunities, there
was never a lack of
things to learn and do at EAPA’s
annual World EAP Conference, held
Oct. 31-Nov. 3 at the Sheraton
Grand Chicago. It is always a pleasure to meet with supporters and
contributors that I normally only get
to correspond with over the phone or
via email. In an electronic day and
age that’s increasingly too impersonal in my opinion, there’s nothing
quite like face-to-face contact.
In addition, while everyone
enjoys renewing old acquaintances, I also had the opportunity
to meet some new EA professionals as well. They included
Peizhong Li, Swan KhannaSalehi, Louis Servizio, Mary
Olsen, and Claire Sutton.
“No one should die in isolation
and despair,” she said.
Attridge led a talk on how EA
professionals can better integrate
EAP into other workplace programs. He said the effort is worthwhile because EAPs can enhance
their business value by creating
connections with other health
and benefit programs within
the same organization. He also
pointed out that he writes a
column on this topic,
“Integration Insights” for the
Journal of Employee
Assistance.
Sessions I attended
included:

The EAP Connection to
Military Sexual Trauma and
Campus Sexual Assaults was
led by Patricia Herlihy, Ph.D.,
RN, CEO and founder of
With unseasonably warm temps, the outside beckoned. Rocky Mountain Research;
February 2017

Bonuses this year included the
opening expo reception falling on
Halloween, meaning plenty of
candy and costumed attendees
were on hand, including a Cat in
the Hat, various ghouls, and even
a Ghostbuster or two.
Festivities aside, putting on a
conference of this scope takes a
lot of work, so kudos goes out to
the Employee Assistance
Professionals Association (EAPA)
on another excellent event. Give
me a call or shoot me an email if
you’d like to know more about the
World EAP Conference. Until
next time.

Mike Jacquart, Editor
(715) 445-4386
mike.jacquart@impacttrainingcenter.net
Lauren Bloom, a grad student at
the University of Maryland; and
Leah Marshall, a college sexual
violence prevention advisor.
Herlihy said that sexual assault has
a tremendous ripple effect – from
the victim and survivor, to family,
co-workers, friends, and even the
community. “It’s not just rape, but
unwanted touching, grabbing,
threatening, offensive remarks, and
threatening and unwelcome
advances.” According to the Media
Report “Protect Our Defenders,”
in 2014, 85% of victims did not
report crimes.
Bloom pointed out that sexual
violence is not just physical in
nature, but also includes voyeurism, sharing intimate images, catcalling, and leering. There is a
common misconception that there
is something the victim could have
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Reasons for Investing in
Mental Health: Part II

ental ill health in the
workplace is a growing
issue, with one in six
working age adults experiencing
depression, anxiety or stress-related issues at any one time. And
yet, there remains a stigma
around mental health. However,
by sharing information and talking about it we can help break
this taboo. Encouraging people to
talk about their mental health
helps to normalize it.
There are 10 reasons every
employer should invest in mental
health for their staff. Five of them
were presented last month, with
the remainder appearing below.

v Ensure compliance with
legislation by understanding the
law. If a mental health issue has
adverse effects on someone’s ability to perform day-to-day tasks,
this is considered a disability
protected under the Equality Act

Resource

v Ensure a healthier workplace. On average, employees
take seven days off work a year
for health reasons and it is estimated that mental health issues
account for 40% of this figure,
yet up to 90% feel unable to be
honest about this being the reason
for their absence.
v Improve staff morale. An
estimated 60% of employees say
they’d feel more motivated and
more likely to recommend their
organization as a good place to work
if their employer took action to support mental health and well-being.
v Increase engagement and
commitment. “Supporting mental

health in the workplace is not just
a corporate responsibility, staff
who have positive mental health
are more productive and businesses who promote a progressive
approach to mental health can see
a significant impact on business
performance, so it’s about good
business too”, says Dr. Justin
Varney, national lead for adult
health and well-being.
v Provide better customer
service. There is a strong link
between levels of staff well-being
and motivation and performance.
Taking a positive, proactive
approach to mental health at work
can help you grow your staff and
your organization. 
Source: Richard Martin, a former lawyer
in the U.K. who switched careers to mental
well-being advisor following a serious
mental illness.

Subscribe to EA Report Now!

 Feel Stress Free is a new
app that uses clinically proven
techniques (CBT and also mindfulness techniques) in order to
build resilience, prevent and manage stress/anxiety. It has recently
been proven to significantly
accelerate depression recovery
time. Sign up via www.thrive.uk.
com/signup, then download ‘Feel
Stress Free’ by clicking www.
feelstressfree.com or searching on
the app/google play store. A free
code has been set for January at
FSFJANUARY3112. 
4 EA Report

2010 (and Americans with
Disabilities Act in the US).
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done to prevent the assault. “There
is too much onus on the individual,” she said. “Whether it’s college, the workplace, or the
military, it’s difficult to acknowledge how prevalent this problem
really is,” Marshall said. “This is
not a women’s issue or a men’s
issue, it’s a human issue,” she
stressed. “Power and control can
occur in any relationship, anyone
can be a perpetrator.”
Innovations in Suicide Risk
Assessment, Management,
Recovery, and Grief Support,
was led by Sally Spencer-Thomas
and Bernie Dyme, LCSW,
President and CEO, Perspectives
Ltd. “A co-worker’s suicide has a
deep, disturbing impact on workmates,” said Thomas. “For managers, tragedies post challenges no
one covered in management
school. For survivors, they feel,
‘when is the next shoe going to
fall?’” “Since co-workers often
have more face-to-face time than
family, we need to do a better job
promoting what mental health is.”
“We need to make suicide a
health and safety priority,” Dyme
stated. “Reduce stigma, open dialogue, promote EAP, and find champions willing to tell their stories.
Encourage talk about mental health
and determine if and how to make
accommodations for those with mental health conditions and issues.”
Understanding the Changing
Latino Demographic and
Diverse Latino Cultures, was
presented by Gerardo Canul,
Ph.D., behavioral health consultant
with GK Partners in Wellness. The
growth in the Latino population in
the U.S. requires EAPs to have a
plan of action in order to offer
effective EA services. “It’s important to understand core cultural
February 2017

Latino values
and beliefs,”
Canul
explained. For
instance, he
noted that
Latinos typically have a
philosophy of
collectivism
versus individualistic beliefs.
“The value of
being a member
With the Chicago Cubs in the World Series, Cubs’ fever could be
of a community found all over the Windy City.
of family takes
In addition to the breakfast (as
priority to individualism.
opposed to a luncheon in past years),
Cooperation is valued over comalso unique was Creating a United
petitiveness.”
Vision for the EAP Field. Participants
DAY FOUR – The last day of
the conference featured a president’s breakfast in which EAPA
President Lucy Henry and
President-Elect Tamara Cagney
spoke to the audience. Cagney
offered her vision for the EA field
in a well-received address, and the
incoming Board of Directors was
also installed.

included Greg DeLapp, EAPA CEO;
and organizational EA presidents
Jeffrey Gorter, MSW, National
Behavioral Consortium; Kaoru
Ichikawa, Ph.D., CEAP, Asia Pacific
Employee Assistance Roundtable;
Judy Plotkin, MSW, Employee
Assistance Society of North America;
and Igor Moll, MWO, Employee
Assistance European Forum. 

Something We Should
Know About?
Send your announcements, press releases and
news tips to Employee Assistance Report,
(715) 445-4386 or email
mike.jacquart@impacttrainingcenter.net.
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